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ORBITAL STRUCTURE OF THE DERIVATION
OPERATOR ON A CERTAIN SEMIRING
OF NONSINGULAR COMPLEX MATRICES
Jiřina Novotná and Jan Chvalina
Abstract. We consider a special semiring of complex matrices with real and imag-
inary parts formed by positive nonsingular matrices taken from sets of pairwise com-
muting matrices. We describe an orbital structure of acertain transformation of the
mentioned semiring satisfying rules of derivation for sum and product.
Preliminaries
Matrices with nonnegative or positive elements [2, 4, 10], the systematic study of
which dates back to G. Frobenius (1912), belong to important mathematical tools
of modelling especially in the theory of stochastic processes (modelling of Marko!
processes), in mathematical economy and elsewhere. In the theory of ordinary
di!erential equations the types of equations solutions of which and systems of dif-
ferential equations are expressed by linear combinations of products of elementary
functions and exponential functions or vector functions and exponential functions
of functional matrices. Considering more details, let us remined the Floquet theo-
rem [8] concerning systems of ordinary linear di!erential equations with periodical
coe"cients, which says that if U is the standard matrix of the Cauchy problem
x! = A(t)x, x!(0) = ! then there exists a continuously di!erentiable nonsingular
n ! n matrix function P and an n ! n constant matrix R, such that function U(t)
can be represented by the ordered pair of matrix functions [P (t), R(t)]. Calcula-
tions rules considered in this paper are motivated by calculations of these ordered
pairs, e. g. [P1(t), R1(t)], [P2(t), R2(t)] can be added whenever R1(t) = R2(t); in
the opposite case the sum of corresponding pair is substituted by an ideal element,
whereas the usual product of the above pairs is the pair [P1(t)P2(t), R1(t)+R2(t)].
In connection with papers [5, 10] and monography [18, Chap. I.] we will analyze
the orbital structure of a special di!erential operator defined on a certain semiring
of complex matrices M = A + iB, where A, B are square nonsingular matrices of
order n ! 2 with entirely positive elements (i.e. positive matrices). The considered
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semiring structure can be defined on more general carrier set formed by all complex
matrices with square positive real and imaginary parts.
A mono-unary algebra (called also an unar) is a pair (L, f), where L is e set and
f : L "# L is a mapping [6, 7, 11-14]. If S $ L such that f(S) $ S then (S, f | S)
is called a subalgebra of the algebra (L, f). An algebra (L, f) is said to be connected
whenever for any pair a, b % L of its elements there exists a pair of non-negative
integers m, n % N0 such that fm(a) = fn(b); where fm is the m-th iteration of
the map f . A maximal (with respect to the set inclusion) subalgebra (S,") of a
mono-unary algebra (L, f) is termed as a component of (L, f). If {(S! ,"!); # % #)}





In fact "! is the restriction of f : L "# L onto the subset S $ L.
By a semiring we mean an algebra (S, +, ·), where (S, +) is a commutative semi-
group, (S, ·) is a semigroup and a · (b + c) = a · b + a · c, (a + b) · c = a · c + b · c for
any triad a, b, c % S, i. e. both distributive laws are satisfied [5].
Denote by Matrn(R+) the semiring (with respect to usual operations of addition
and matrix multiplication) of all square matrices over R+ (the set of all positive
real numbers) of order n ! 2
It is convenient to deal with complex matrices instead of pairs of real matri-
ces. Algebraic di!erential structures form an important transfer between algebraic
structures and structures of mathematical analysis.We denote by
M = {M ; M = A + iB; A, B % Matrn(R
+} & {O, iI},
where O is the zero matrix and I the unit matrix, both of the order n.Let us denote
M+ = M" {O, iI}.
We define two binary operations ',( on the set M, which are derived from
the calculus of solution sets of linear ordinary homogeneous di!erential equations
or from properties of exponential function of matrices. For any pair of matrices
M1, M2 % M+ where Mk = Ak + iBk; k = 1, 2, . . .
M1 ' M2 = A1 + A2 + iB if B1 = B2 = B, (1)
M1 ' M2 = iI if B1 )= B2. (2)
For M % M arbitrary we set
M ' O = O ' M = M, (3)
M ' iI = iI ' M = iI. (4)
Further we define for any pair M1, M2 % M+
M1 ( M2 = A1A2 + i(B1 + B2), (5)
M ( O = O ( M = O (6)
for any M % M and
M ( iI = iI ( M = iI (7)
for any matrix M % M" {O}.
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Lemma 1. The pair (M,') is a commutative monoid.
Proof. We prove first, that the operation ' is commutative in the set M+ and also
in the set M. Let M1, M2 be matrices in M+, such that
a) B1 = B2 = B,
then M1'M2 = A1+A2+iB = A2+A1+iB = (A2+iB2)+(A1+iB2) = M2'M1.
b) B1 )= B2,
then M1'M2 = (A1+iB1)+(A2+iB2) = iI = (A2+iB2)(A1+iB1) = M2'M1.
c) If any of the matrices M1, M2 is equal to the zero matrix or to the matrix iI
then commutativity follows from (3) a (4).
The operation ' is thus commutative and we will use this property in the proof
of associativity.
a) Let Mk = Ak + iBk for k % {1, 2, 3} are matrices from M+, i. e. :
$) if B1 = B2 = B3 = B, then (M1'M2)'M3 = (A1 +A2 + iB)' (A3 + iB3) =
A1 + A2 + A3 + iB = (A1 + iB) ' (A2 + A3 + iB) = M1 ' (M2 ' M3),
%) if B1 = B2 = B )= B3, then (M1'M2)'M3 = (A1 +A2 + iB)' (A3 + iB3) =
iI = (A1 + iB) ' iI = M1 ' (M2 ' M3),
#) if B1 )= B2 )= B3 )= B1, then (M1 'M2)'M3 = ((A1 + iB1)' (A2 + iB2))'
(A3 + iB3) = iI ' (A3 + iB3) = iI = (A1 + iB1) ' iI = (A1 + iB1) ' ((A2 +
iB2) ' (A3 + iB3)) = M1 ' (M2 ' M3).
b) Let M1, M2 be any matrices from M and
$) if matrix M3 is zero matrix, then (M1 ' M2) ' M3 = (M1 ' M2) ' O =
M1 ' M2 = M1 ' (M2 ' O) = M1 ' (M2 ' M3),
%) z if M3 = iI, then (M1 ' M2) ' M3 = (M1 ' M2) ' iI = iI = M2 ' iI =
M1 ' (M2 ' iI) = M1 ' (M2 ' M3).
The neutral element is matrix O by (3). "
Lemma 2. The pair (M,() is a (noncommutative) semigroup with zero O.
Proof. The operation ( is noncommutative, because multiplication of square ma-
trices n ! n for n * 2 is noncommutative.
Let us prove that the operation ( is associative.
a) Let M1, M2, M3 be square matrices from M+. Then (M1(M2)(M3 = (A1A2+
i(B1 + B2)) ( M3 = (A1A2 + i(B1 + B2)) ( (A3 + iB3) = (A1A2)A3 + i((B1 +
B2) + B3) = A1(A2A3) + i(B1 + (B2 + B3)) = M1 ( ((A2A3) + i(B2 + B3)) =
M1 ( (M2 ( M3).
b) If at least one of matrices M1, M2, M3 % M is a zero matrix, then: (M1 (M2)(
M3 = O = M1 ( (M2 ( M3).
c) Let M1, M2, M3 % (M), M1, M2, M3 )= O and at least one of matrices M1, M2
equal to iI. Then (M1 ( M2) ( M3 = iI ( M3 = iI = M1 ( (M2 ( M3).
d) Let M1, M2 )= O, M1, M2 % M and M3 = iI. Then (M1 ( M2) ( M3 =
(M1 ( M2) ( iI = iI = (M1 ( iI = M1 ( (M2 ( iI) = M1 ( (M2 ( M3).
According to (6) is O zero. "
Theorem 3. The triad (M,',() is a noncommutative semiring.
Proof. By Lemma 1 the structure (M,') is a commutative monoid and according
to Lemma 2 (M,() is a noncommutative semigroup, so we need to prove the
validity of distributive laws:
M1 ( (M2 ' M3) = (M1 ( M2) ' (M2 ( M3),
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(M1 ' M2) ( M3 = (M1 ( M3) ' (M2 ( M3).
a) Suppose M2, M3 % M, B2 = B3 and
$) M1 is a matrix from the set M+. First we prove the left distributive law.
M1 ( (M2 ' M3) = (A1 + iB1) ( ((A2 + iB) + (A3 + iB)) = (A1 + iB1) (
(A2 + A3 + iB) = A1(A2 + A3) + i(B1 + B) = A1A2 + A1A3 + i(B1 + B) =
(A1A2 + i(B1 + B2)) ' ((A1A3 + i(B1 + B)) = ((A1 + iB1) ( (A2 + iB)) '
((A1 + iB1) ( (A3 + iB)) = (M1 ( M2) ' (M1 ( M3).
Then we prove the right distributive law: (M2'M3)(M1 = ((A2 + iB)' (A3 +
iB))((A1 + iB1) = (A2 +A3 + iB)((A1 + iB1) = (A2 +A3)A1 + i(B +B1) =
A2A1 + A3A1 + i(B + B1) = (A2A1 + i(B + B1)) ' (A3A1 + i(B + B1)) =
((A2 + iB)( (A1 + iB))' ((A3 + iB)( (A1 + iB)) = (M2(M1)' (M3(M1).
%) M1 is a zero matrix.
Then: M1 ( (M2 'M3) = O( (M2 'M3) = O( ((A2 + iB)' (A3 + iB)) = O(
((A2+A3)+iB) = O = O'O = (O(M2)'(O(M3) = (M1(M2)'(M1(M3).
#) If M1 = iI.
Then: M1 ( (M2 ' M3) = iI ( (M2 ' M3) = iI ( ((A2 + iB) + (A3 + iB)) =
iI ( ((A2 + A3) + iB) = iI = iI ' iI = (iI (M2)' (iI (M3) = (M1 (M2)'
(M1 ( M3).
Cases b) – f) can be proved similarly.
b) Consider matrices M2, M3, such that B2 = B3.
c) Exactly one of matrices M2, M3 is a zero matrix and the other is from M+.
d) Exactly one of matrices M2, M3 is a zero matrix and the other is iI.
e) Matrices M2, M3 are zero matrices and M1 % M+.
f) At least one from matrices M2, M3 is equal iI. "
Now, we define a mapping d : M "# M by
d(M) = AB + iB
for any M % M+ where M = A + iB and d(O) = O, d(iI) = iI.
It is easy to see (cf. paper [10]) that the mapping d is an endomorphism of the
additive monoid (M,'), i. e.
d(M1 ' M2) = d(M1) ' d(M2)
for any pair of matrices M1, M2 % M. Further, let N + (M)+ be a non-empty
subset of complex matrices from set M+ with pairwise commuting real and imag-
inary parts of those, i. e. for every pair M1, M2 % N , Mk = Ak + iBk, k = 1, 2 we
have XY = Y X for any pair X, Y % {A1, B1, A2, B2}. We will denote by C(N )
the subalgebra of (M" {iI}),',() and C1(N ) = C(N ) & {iI} with binary oper-
ations ',( extended as above by M ' iI = iI ' M = iI, M ( iI = iI ( M = iI
for any M % C(N ). Consequently (C1(N ),',() is a semiring formed by pairwise
commuting matrices. There is proven in [10] that the above defined operator d
restricted on C1(N ), also satisfies the rule for derivation of a product, i. e.
d(M1 ( M2) = (d(M1) ( M2) ' (M1 ( d(M2))
for any pairs M1, M2 % C1(N ). Moreover, the Leibniz formula
















# is a natural extension of sum onto given finite system of
matrices with arbitrary n % N is valid.
Orbital structure of the derivation
d on a certain subsemiring of C(N )
Now we describe the structure obtained by the above defined operator d which
will be restricted onto a subsemiring of C(N ) formed by matrices with nonsingular
real and imaginary parts (with the exception of the zero matrix). So, let us denote
by Mreg the subset of all matrices A + iB % C(N ) such that detA )= 0 )= detB,
i. e. A, B are nonsingular and further let us denote Mreg = M & O. (Note that
iI % Mreg as well.) Evidently with respect to binary operations ',( , the set
Mreg is a semiring. Let us consider the usual quasi–ordering #, i. e. a reflexive
and transitive binary relation on the set Mreg defined by the rule:
For a pair M1, M2 % Mreg we set
M1 #d M2
whenever M2 = dn(M1) for some n % N0.
In our case the relation #d is also antisymmetric. Indeed, let us suppose M1 #d
M2, M2 #d M1 for a suitable pair of matrices M1 = A1 + iB1, M2 = A2 + iB2 from
M%reg, O )= Mk )= iI for k = 1, 2. Then there exist integers m, n % N0 such that
M2 = dn(M1), M1 = dm(M2), thus M1 = dm+n(M1), consequently
A1 + iB1 = A1B
m+n + iB1,
which implies Bm+n1 = I. Since B1 is a matrix with positive entires we have
Bm+n1 )= I, therefore d
n(M) )= M for each positive integer n and any matrix
M % M%reg " {O, iI}. Thus M1 = M2 and we obtain the following assertion.
Lemma 4. The relation #d is an ordering of the set M%reg , i. e. (M
%
reg, #d) is an
ordered set.
It is clear that the poset (M%reg, #d) has two isolated points (O, iI). We show
that the poset satisfies the descending chain condition. Moreover, we describe its
structure in the following theorem. Let (N, #d) be the chain of all positive integer
with the usual natural ordering.
Theorem 5. Let # be an antichain of cardinality 2&0 . The poset (M%reg, #d) is a
cardinal sum of a two-element antichain and a set of cardinality 2&0 of countable
chains isomorphic to (N, #), more precisely




where G is a two–elements antichain and (K! , #!) ,= (N, #) for any # % #.
Proof. Let us show first that the mapping d : M%reg "# M
%
reg is injective. Suppose
on the contrary that d(M1) = d(M2), where Mk = Ak +iBk % M%reg, k = 1, 2. Then
A1B1 + iB1 = A2B2 + iB2 which implies B1 = B2 and A1B1 = A2B1. Since B1




1 = A2, consequently
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M1 = M2. This fact implies that for any pair matrices M1, M2 % M%reg exactly one
of the following cases occurs:
a) M1 # M2 or M2 < M1,
b) M1, M2 are incomparable and the two-element set {M1, M2} possesses neither
an upper bound nor a lower bound. Therefore any M % M%reg belongs to some
subchain of (Mreg, #d). Furthermore, any chain K! , # % # has the least element.
Indeed, let us suppose M = A + iB % Mreg is an arbitrary matrix belonging to
the chain K! . Since d(X + iY ) = XY + iY , for any matrix X + iY % Mreg, we
have
A(B$1)n + iB <d A(B
$1)n$1 + iB <d · · · <d AB
$1 + iB,
thus there exists a positive integer n % N such that
A(B$1)n + iB % Mreg
and
A(B$1)n+1 + iB )% Mreg,
thus the matrix A(B$1)n + iB is the least element of the chain K! . The proof
is complete. "
From the above proved theorem there follows immediately the following result
describing the operator d : M%reg "# M
%
reg in terms of mono–unary algebras theory
see [6, 11, 13]. We denote by & : N "# N the successor function &(n) = n + 1, i. e.
(N, &) is the Peano–algebra of all positive integers. Then we have
Theorem 6. Denote by #min the set of all minimal elements of the poset (Mreg, #d
). Then
(M%reg, d) = ({O, iI}, id) +
!
!"!min
K! , d! ,
where d! is the restriction of d onto K! for any # % #min and every component
(K! , d!), (# % #) is isomorphic to the Peano–algebra (N, &).
Representations of the mono–unary algebra (M%reg, d)
Using simple tools we construct in this paragraph mono-unary algebras isomor-
phic to the algebra (M%reg, d). Thus certain representation theorems concerning
(M%reg, d) will be obtained. Let - be a symbol which does not belong to the set
R of all real numbers with the usual meaning, i. e. r < - for all r % R. Let us
denote J̄ = .2,-) & {-}, where .2,-) = {r % R; 2 # r}. We define a function
" : J̄ "# J̄ by the rule "(x) = 2x for any x % (2,-) and "(t) = t for t % {2,-}.
We are going to construct an isomorphism F : (J̄ ,") "# (M%reg, d) in this way:
Let us put F (2) = O, F (-) = iI. Further, let ! : (2, 4) /" #min be an arbitrary
bijection. For arbitrary x % .4,-) let us denote n(x) % N0 and x0 % (2, 40 numbers
with property "n(x)(x0) = x. Then we set
F (x) = dn(x)(!(x0)).
In particular F (x) = !(x) for every x % (2, 40.
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Lemma 7. The mapping F : J̄ "# M%reg is a bijection.
Proof. Let us denote # = M%reg " ({O, iI} & #min) and consider the partition of
the set M%reg in the form
M%reg = {O, iI} & #min & #.
If M = O or M = iI then F$1(M) % {2,-}. If M % #min, then there exists a
unique x % (2, 40 such that !(M) = x Suppose M % # \ #min. Then also for a
suitable x0 % (2, 40 we have M = dn(x)(!(x0)). Then by definition of the mapping
F we obtain
F ("(n(x))(x0)) = M,"
(n(x))(x0) % .2,-),
consequently the mapping F : J̄ "# M%reg is surjective. We show that F is also
injective. Suppose x, y % J̄ are reals such that F (x) = F (y). Then either
a) F (x) = F (y) % {O, iI} or
b) F (x) = F (y) % M%reg.
In case a) we have x = 2 = y or x = - = y. Suppose the case b) occurs. Let
M0 % #min and n be a nonnegative integer such that F (x) = F (y) = dn(M0). Then
by the definition of the mapping F we have F$1(M0) % (2, 40 and "n(!$1(M0)) = y,
hence F : J̄ "# M%reg is injective. Therefore F is a bijection. "
Theorem 8. The mono-unary algebra (M%reg, d) is isomorphic to the mono-unary
algebra (J̄ ,"), where J̄ = .2,-) & {-}.
Proof. We show that the above defined mapping F : J̄ "# M%reg satisfies the
equality
F 1 " = d 1 F.
Indeed, let x % J̄ be an arbitrary element such that either x % {2,-} or x % (2, 40.
In the first case x = 2 or x = - which implies F (x) = O or F (x) = iI, respectively.
Then
(F 1 ")(x) = F ("(x)) = F (x) = d(F (x)) = (d 1 F )(x).
In the second case !(x) % # and since F (x) = !(x) we have
(F 1 ")(x) = F ("(x)) = F (2x) = d(!(x)) = (d 1 F )(x).
Now let us suppose x % (4,-), x0 % (2, 40 and n(x) % N are members such that
x = "n(x)(x0). Then
(F 1")(x) = F ("(x)) = F ("n(x)+1(xo)) == dn(x)+1(!(x0)) = d(F (x)) = (d1F )(x).
Since the mapping F is bijective, we get that F : (J̄ ,") "# (M%reg, d) is an
isomorphism. "
Using the mono-unary algebra (J̄ ,") we obtain another representation theorem
for the mono-unary algebra (M%reg, d). Put
S = ((0, 10 ! N) & {[0, 0], [0, 1]}




[x, y + 1] for any pair [x, y] % (0, 10 ! N
[x, y] for any [x, y] % {[0, 0], [0, 1]}
Further we define a mapping $ : S "# J̄ in a similar way as above:
Consider an arbitrary bijection ( : (0, 10 "# (0, 40 (e.g. ( = 2x + 2, x % (0, 10).
For any pair [x, y] % (0, 10!N we denote by n(x) % N and x0 % (0, 10 numbers such
that (n(x)(x0) = x. Then we define
$([x, y]) = "n(x)(((x0))
Moreover
$([0, 0]) = 2, $([0, 1]) = -
Then we obtain the following assertion, proof of which is rather technical and similar
to the proof of Lemma 7. Thus it can be left to the reader.
Lemma 9. The mapping $ : S "# J̄ is bijection.
Now we can easily proved:
Proposition 10. The mapping $ : S "# J̄ is an isomorphism of the mono–
unary algebra (S,') onto the mono–unary algebra (J̄ ,)).
Proof. We show that the mapping $ : S "# J̄ is a homomorphism.
Let [x, n] % S be an arbitrary element.If [x, n] = [0, 0] or [x, n] = [0, 1] then
$([x, n]) = 2 or $([x, n]) = -, respectively, and we have ($ 1 ')([x, n]) = (" 1
$)([x, n]). Suppose [x, n] % (0, 10 ! N is a pair and 0 < x0 # 1, n(x) % N are
numbers with the property [x, n] = 'n(x)(x0) then
($1')([x, n]) = $('([x, n])) = $('n(x)+1(x0)) == "
n(x)+1(((x0)) = "($([x, n])) = ("1$)([x, n]).
Consequently with respect to Lemma 9 we have that F : (S,') "# (J̄ ,") is an
isomorphism. "
Summarizing the obtained facts (Theorem 8, Proposition 10) we can formulate
the main result of this paragraph:
Theorem 11. Let J̄ = .2,-) & {-} + R̃, S = ((0, 10 ! N & {[0, 0], [0, 1]} + R ! N
and " : J̄ "# (̄J),' : S "# S be functions defined by:
"(x) =
%
2x for any x % (2,-)




[x, y + 1] for any [x, y] % (0, 10 ! N
[x, y] for any [x, y] % {[0, 0], [0, 1]}
.




At the end of this paragraph we present — without technical details — another
simple representations of (M%reg, d).
Let us describe some other possible simple representations of the mono-unary
algebra (M%reg, d). Let us denote X0 = {0, 1} + C, (where C is Gaussian plane of
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all complex numbers), X1 = {z = x + yi, x % (0, 1); y % N} + C and X = X0 & X1.
Let us define the following complex function:
f(z) =
%
z for z % {0, 1} = X0
z + i for z % X1
.
Then (M%reg, d) ,= (X, f).
Furthermore, let Y0 = {0, i}, Y1 = {z = x + yi, x % N, y % (0, 1)}; Y1 + C and
Y = Y0 & Y1. We define the function g(z) : Y "# Y by the rule:
g(z) =
%
z for z % Y0
z + i for z % Y1
.
Again (M%reg, d) ,= (Y, g).




x for x % {1, 2}
2x for x % (2,-)
.
In this case (M%reg, d) ,= (K, u).
The main contribution of the presented paper is divided into two directions:
Firstly, a di!erential semiring of complex matrices with positive real and imaginary
parts motivated by the above remark is constructed and secondly: the structure of
a mono-unary algebra determined by the constructed di!erential operator including
its representations is clarified.
In matrix theory including its various applications the concept of a pseudo-
inverse matrix plays an important role [8]. One of so called More-Penrose conditions
can be expressed also in terms of the semigroup theory. More precisely, a semigroup
(S, ·) is said to be regular, if for any a % S there exists b % S such that aba = a [6, 7,
15]. It is easy to see, that the endomorphism monoid End(Mreg! , d) is not regular.
However, if we restrict our solves onto (Mreg, d), then it is possible to construct a
certain unique extension (M̄reg, d̄) of this unar such that the monoid End(M̄reg, d̄)
is regular. But this seems to be a topic for an additional paper.
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